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Abstract 
Boros, E., On shift stable hypergraphs, Discrete Mathematics 87 (1991) 81-84. 
A hypergraph (V, E) defined on a linearly ordered set (V, 5) is said to be shift stable if 
x E A E E, y $ A, x I y implies (A\{x}) U (y} E E. It is shown here that a hypergraph is shift 
stable if and only if there is a real t and a positive setfunction c, which is monotonic, in some 
sense, with respect to the linear order 5, such that a set A E V belongs to the hypergraph if 
and only if the sum of c(B)s for the subsets B c A of size JAJ - 1 is at Least 1. 
1. Introduction and results 
A hypergraph is a pair (V, E), where V is a finite set, IV1 = n, and E is a 
collection of subsets of V. The hypergraph (V, E) is called r-regular, or simply an 
r-hypergraph, if each element of E is of size r. 
For a linear order I on V introduce the notation A I B if A = {al, . . . , uk}, 
B={bl,...,bk}, a,5a,I-..Ia,, blIb21---Ibk and a,Ib, for s= 
1, 2, . . . ) k. We say that the hypergraph (V, E) is shift stable (according to 5 ), if 
x<y,A~E,x~A,y$Aimplies(A\{x})U{y}~E. 
A graph, i.e. a 2-regular hypergraph, is called threshold if there is a positive 
real wi for i E V associated to each of the vertices, and if there is another positive 
real t such that a subset X c V of the vertices is stable (i.e. X induces the empty 
graph) if and only if Ciex Wi St, see Chvatal and Hammer [l]. For graphs it has 
been shown in [l, 21 that shift stability and thresholdness are equivalent. 
Golumbic [3] generalized thresholdness for hypergraphs. A hypergraph (V, E) 
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is said to be threshold if there is a positive real valued function c on V and a 
positive real number t, such that X G V contains an element of E if and only if 
c ,,XC(X)‘f* 
We mention that these notions are in a strong relation with special classes of 
Boolean functions. Shift stable hypergraphs correspond to regular Boolean 
functions, while threshold hypergraphs are known also as threshold Boolean 
functions. 
It is obvious that if I is defined by the increasing order of c(x), x E V, then 
thresholdness implies shift stability. However, these properties are not equivalent 
in general. The class of shift stable r-hypergraphs is strictly larger than the class of 
threshold r-hypergraphs for r 2 3, see Reiterman et al. [4]. 
It was shown also in Reiterman et al. [4] that if an r-hypergraph (V, E) is shift 
stable then there is a function f on the subsets of size I - 1 and a real t, such that 
for an r-set A c V, A E E if and only if CxsA f(A\{x}) > t. But the converse is not 
always true. There is an example given in [4] for a 3-hypergraph (V, E), with a 
function f defined on the pairs of V and with a real t such that {x, y, z} E E if and 
only if f(x, y) +f(x, z) +f(y, z) > t, and which is not shift stable for any linear 
order I of V. 
In this communication we extend these results, and give a characterization of 
shift stable hypergraphs (not necessarily regular ones). 
We say that a real valued set function c, defined on the subsets of V, is 
I -monotonic if c(A) =S c(B) whenever A I B. 
The hypergraph (V, E) will be called co-threshold if there is a nonnegative 
setfunction c and there is a nonnegative real t such that 
VA~V(A#~):S?GA,BEE @ c c(A\{a})z-t. (1.1) 
ClEA 
It is called strict co-threshold if there is a nonnegative setfunction c’ and there is a 
nonnegative real t’ such that 
VA~V(A#:):AEE ($ c c’(A\{a})>t’. (1.2) 
CltZA 
We say that (V, E) is <-monotonic co-threshold (or I-monotonic strict co- 
threshold) if the setfunctions c (or c’) in the above definition are I-monotonic. 
Theorem 1. Let (V, E) be a hypergraph, and let I be a linear order on V. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (V, E) is shift stable. 
(ii) (V, E) is I-monotonic co-threshold. 
(iii) (V, E) is S-monotonic strict co-threshold. 
For 2-hypergraphs, i.e. for graphs, thresholdness and co-thresholdness are the 
same, thus this theorem proves (in a simple constructive way) that shift stability 
implies thresholdness for graphs. 
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2. Proofs 
(i)@(ii). Let us assume first that there is a I-monotonic set-function c and 
there is a real t such that for all A c V, A contains an element of E if and only if 
c ClEA c(A\{a}) Z= t. Then shift stability of (V, E) follows immediately by the 
definition of i-monotonicity of c. 
Let us consider now a hypergraph (V, E), having shift stability for some linear 
order I on V. Let V = {x1, x2, . . . , x,} be labeled according to I, i.e. 
x,Ix:!I***Ix,. For a subset A E V, let m(A) = i/(n + l), where i is the 
smallest integer such that xi $ A and A U {xi} contains an element of E. (If there 
is no such i, then let m(A) = 1 by definition.) For every nonempty subset A E V 
let c(A) be defined by 
1 c(A)%f-p m(A) 
I + IAl log (&,A j)“‘“’ ’ (2.3) 
We show that c is I-monotonic and nonnegative. 
For is <is, s = 1,2, . . . , k we have 
m({xi,, xi2> . . . , Xi,}) a m({Xj,, xjz, . 3 . > xjk>) 
by the shift stability of (V, E). We also have n,“=, is C II,“=, j , therefore 
C({Xi,, xi*, * . . , Xik})cc((xj,, Xj,, * . . > Xi,}) follows by (2.3). The nonnegativity of c 
follows from the facts that m(A) c 1 by the definition of m(A) and that 1 s flx,EA j
for every nonempty subset A E V. 
Let t = -log l/(n + 1) 2 0, and let US consider a subset A = {Xi,, . . . , xi,} of V, 
where k = (Al. We prove first that if A contains an element of E then 
c c(A\{a}) 2 t. 
IleA 
(2.4) 
For this one can observe that m(A\{x,,}) c iJ(n + 1) for s = 1, . . . , k by the 
definition of m and by the shift stability of (V, E). Therefore 
implying (2.4). 
Finally we show that if A does not contain an element of E then 
2 c(A\{a}) < t. (2.5) 
Similarly as before, the shift stability of (V, E) implies m(A\{xis}) > i,/(n + 1) for 
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s=l,..., k by the definition of WL Thus 
implying (2.5). 
(i)” (iii). The same proof works with the following modification in the 
definition of m(A): For a subset A E V let m(A) = i/(n + l), where i is the 
smallest integer such that Xi 4 A and A U {xi} E E. (If there is no such i, then let 
m(A) = 1 by definition.) 
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